
NOTE OF MEETING OF THE REVIEW GROUP ON HOMELESSNESS AND THE LAW 

PRESENT 

Motherwell, Wednesday, 22 June 2005 at 11 am 

2- 
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Councillor Love, Convener; Councillors Hogg, Homer, J. Martin, Morris and Valentine. 

CHAIR 

Councillor Love (Convener) presided. 

IN ATTENDANCE 

John Fleming, Head of Central Services; Walter Kilgour, Head of Legal Services; Monica Patterson, Head of 
Housing Services and John Gormley, Tenancy Operations Manager. 

ALSO ATTENDING 

Councillor McKeown, T. Cain and L. Stother, Communities Scotland. 

APOLOGIES 

Councillors Cassidy and Jones 

HOMELESSNESS AND THE LAW 

There was submitted a report dated 16 June 2005 by the Director of Administration advising of the 
legal considerations for the Council arising from legislation in respect of homelessness (1) outlining 
the background to the legislation; (2) providing details of the categories of homeless persons who 
require to be considered as having a priority need for housing; (3) indicating that the Homeless 
(Scotland) Act 2003 enabled the Scottish Ministers to abolish the priority need test so that 
accommodation services currently available to those in priority need were available to all those 
assessed as homeless; (4) providing a definition of those who present themselves as intentionally 
homeless; (5) advising that when a local authority received an application it must carry out enquiries 
into homelessness, priority need and intentionally and it would be generally necessary to pursue 
questions about local connection only if they appeared to be relevant; (6) setting out details of the 
duties placed on local authorities to provide accommodation under homeless legislation, and (7) 
detailing the relevant legislation which required to be considered alongside housing legislation in 
particular the duties placed on local authorities in respect of children. 

The Head of Legal Services made reference to the letters from the First Minister and the Minister for 
Communities setting out the Scottish Executive's interpretation of the legislation and the response 
from the Council's Chief Executive dated 13 June 2005 and indicated that essentially the Council 
stance on the legislation was the same as the First Minister and the Minister for Communities. 

Decided: that the report be noted. 

HOMELESSNESS AND THE ALLOCATION OF HOUSING 

2. There was submitted a report (docketed) dated 15 April 2005 by the Director of Housing and Property 
Services regarding the Council's response in meeting the needs of homeless people within North 
Lanarkshire in terms of its statutory responsibilities (a) advising that the Council had a duty to offer 
permanent housing to applicants assessed as homeless and in priority need, with the time between 
reaching the decision and their subsequent re-housing being no more than 90 days, and (b) providing 
an analysis of the homeless figures for North Lanarkshire which illustrated the number, percentage of 
lets that the Area Offices were achieving and the percentage required in order to meet the increased 
demand, and also provided details of the reasons given by applicants for their becoming homeless as 
detailed in Appendix 2 to the report; (b) intimating that the Council was required to provide access to 
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permanent and temporary accommodation for homeless people and ensure that they were treated 
fairly and equitably in terms of both standards of accommodation and consideration of personal 
needs, and (d) indicating that there was a growing reliance on the use of bed and breakfast 
accommodation as detailed in Appendix 2 to the report and the Council required to adopt an overall 
approach which reduced the reliance on this type of accommodation. 

Following clarification from the Head of Legal Services, the Head of Housing Services and the 
Tenancy Operations Manager on a number of legal and operational points the Review Group 
discussed a number of issues which could be worthy of further scrutiny:- 

* the basic criteria for obtaining homeless status; 

the checks which are carried out and how the process was validated; 

what was the highest category of individuals who presented themselves as homeless; 

does the Council provide a mediation service; 

the number of people who presented themselves as homeless and were currently on the existing 
housing waiting list; 

what constituted a reasonable offer of accommodation to a homeless individual; 

the possibility of allocating a front and back door property to someone on the housing waiting list 
and offering the resulting vacant accommodation to the homeless applicant; 

when did a person age 16 or 17 come into the category of priority needs; 

the use of temporary accommodation to alleviate the use of bed and breakfast facilities; 

the number of people presenting themselves as homeless over past four years for each category; 

under what circumstances would the Council no longer provide accommodation for those 
presenting themselves as homeless. 

what constitutes a reasonable offer of accommodation to someone who presents themselves as 
homeless and the factors taken into account when determining reasonable preference, and 

Councillor Love, Convener, proposed that Councillor McKeown be co-opted onto the Review Group 
and that representatives from the trade unions be invited to a future meeting of the Group. 

Decided: 

(1) that the Director of Housing and Property Services prepare a report for the next meeting of 
the Review Group:- 

detailing the basic criteria for obtaining homeless status, how checks were carried out 
and how the process was validated; 

outlining the existing procedure for mediation with individuals presenting themselves 
as homeless particularly from parentslrelatives no longer ablelwilling to 
accommodate; 

providing figures on the number of people who have presented themselves as 
homeless and were currently on the Council’s housing waiting list; 

indicating what constituted a reasonable offer of accommodation to someone who 
presents themselves as homeless and what considerations does the Director of 
Housing and Property Services take into account in determining reasonable 
preference; 
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providing details of the amount of temporary accommodation required to alleviate the 
use of bed and breakfast accommodation; 

detailing the number of people presenting themselves as homeless for the previous 
four years for each category; 

outlining the circumstances whereby the Council would no longer provide 
accommodation for those presenting themselves as homeless, e.g. cut-off point, and 

exploring the possibility of allocating front and back door accommodation to those 
applicants on the waiting list and offering the resulting vacant accommodation to the 
homeless applicant; 

that the Head of Legal Services prepare a report on the circumstances whereby a 16 or 17 
year old came into the category of priority needs; 

that the Director of Hosing and Property Services prepare a report on the response to the 
Chief Executive's response to the letters from the First Minister and the Minister for 
Communities and a note of the information being provided by Council to the Minister in 
respect of paragraph 4 of the Minister's letter and the likely content of the Council's 
submission to the consultation exercise for a future meeting of the Review Group; 

that representatives from the Trade Unions be invited to a future meeting of the Group, and 

that Councillor McKeown be co-opted onto the Review Group. 

that the Director of Housing and Property Services provide a fuller explanation as to why it 
was not possible to give back and front door accommodation to those applicants on the 
waiting list and the resulting vacant accommodation to the homeless applicant. 



NOTE OF MEETING OF THE REVIEW GROUP ON HOMELESSNESS AND THE LAW 

Motherwell, Monday, 15 August 2005 at 2 pm 

PRESENT 

Councillor Love, Convener; Councillors Cassidy, Jones and Morris. 

CHAIR 

Councillor Love (Convener) presided. 

IN ATTENDANCE 

Alastair Ashley, Committee Services Manager and John Gormley, Tenancy Operations Manager. 

ALSO ATTENDING 

Caroline Llewellyn and Jim Robertson, UNISON and Martin Brown, GMB. 

APOLOGIES 

Councillors Hogg, McKeown and Valentine. 

The Convener exercised his discretion to vary the Order of Business as hereinafter Minuted. 

MINUTE OF MEETING OF REVIEW GROUP 

1. There was submitted the Minute of the meeting of the Review Group on Homelessness and the Law 
held on 22 June 2005. 

Decided: that the terms of the Minute be approved and noted. 

HOMELESSNESS AND THE ALLOCATION OF HOUSING - SECOND REPORT 

2. With reference to paragraph 2 of the Minute of the meeting of this Review Group held on 22 June 
2005 there was submitted a report dated 5August 2005 by the Director of Housing and Property 
Services providing an update on information requested by the Group in relation to Homelessness and 
the Law. 

In response to a number of questions from members of the Group, John Gormley advised that:- 

* there was no provision within legislation to allow the Council to discontinue providing homeless 
accommodation and services to individuals who present themselves as homeless; 

0 a manual check was currently being undertaken to identify the number of individuals who had 
presented themselves as homeless who had also been on a current waiting list and that from an 
initial trawl of 229 cases, only 20 had come off other waiting lists; 

the Council had a target of allocating 70% of its housing stock to homeless individuals and at 
present the figure stood at 46%, and 

0 homeless legislation required the Council to treat homeless applications in the same manner as 
all other applications for housing and as such applicants were given two offers of accommodation. 

Following discussion, the Group highlighted a number of areas which were considered worthy of 
further scrutiny:- 
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0 whether there was any legal basis for the Council not providing accommodation for clients 
presenting themselves as homeless on a regular basis 

0 were there any test cases where other local authorities had decided to no longer provide 
accommodation for a client presenting themselves as homeless 

0 would there be any implications or penalties for the Council should they fail to win such a test 
case. 

Councillor Love intimated that given the time constraint on the Group and the extensive information 
contained within the report that consideration of the report be continued to a future meeting of the 
Group. 

Decided: 

(1) that consideration of the report be continued to the next meeting of the Group to be held on 
Wednesday, 24 August 2005 at 9 am, and 

(2) that the Head of Legal Services provide a report to the next meeting of the Review Group on 
the options available to the Council in terms of withdrawing services to homeless clients who 
present themselves as homeless on a regular basis. 

PRESENTATION BY UNION OFFICIALS ON THE EXPERIENCES OF STAFF WITHIN HOMELESS 
UN ITS 

3. Caroline Llewellyn and Jim Robertson, UNISON and Martin Brown, GMB gave an overview of the 
experience of staff who work in homeless units and advised that:- 

it was the view of the unions that their interpretation of legislation was that a local authority did not 
require to provide homeless accommodation regardless of the circumstances; 

there was a high number of applications from clients intimating that they were fleeing violence, 
however, it was felt that these claims were not fully investigated; 

staff appeared to be unaware of the Council’s policy in respect of incident reporting and there 
was poor feedback from the department; 

there had been a high number of instances where staff had been verbally and physically abused 
and that in several circumstances staff members family had also been threatened; 

there had been a number of occasions where staff had to be relocated or leave the service as a 
result of verbal or physical abuse; 

it was the view of the unions that the Council should make more use of homeless units as 
opposed to scatter flats; 

there was one particular case where one client had been accommodated up to 12 times, and 

recent changes to legislation had meant that the Council could not withhold a tenancy from a 
client if they had outstanding rent arrears or owed the Council money. 

Decided: 

(1) 

(2) 

that the comments provided by the union officials be noted and conveyed to the Director of 
Housing and Property Services for a response to a future meeting of the Review Group, and 

the Convener thanked Caroline, Jim and Martin for their informative presentation. 
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NOTE OF MEETING OF THE REVIEW GROUP ON HOMELESSNESS AND THE LAW 

Motherwell, Wednesday, 24 August 2005 at 9 am 

PRESENT 

Councillor Love, Convener; Councillors Cassidy, Hogg, Homer, Jones, McKeown, J. Martin and Valentine. 

CHAIR 

Councillor Love (Convener) presided. 

IN ATTENDANCE 

Alastair Ashley, Committee Services Manager and Lesley Ross, Principal Solicitor, Department of 
Administration and John Gormley, Tenancy Operations Manager, Department of Housing and Property 
Services. 

APOLOGIES 

Councillor Morris. 

MINUTE OF MEETING OF REVIEW GROUP 

1. There was submitted the Minute of the meeting of the Review Group on Homelessness and the Law 
held on 15 August 2005. 

Decided: that the terms of the Minute be approved and noted. 

HOMELESSNESS AND THE ALLOCATION OF HOUSING - SECOND REPORT 

2. With reference to paragraph 2 of the Minute of the meeting of this Review Group held on 15 August 
2005 when, inter alia, consideration of the report dated 5 August 2005 by the Director of Housing and 
Property Services providing an update on the information requested by the Group in relation to 
Homelessness and the Law was continued to the next meeting of the Group, there was re-submitted 
the said report. 

In response to a number of questions from members of the Group, John Gormley advised that:- 

0 In the main, homeless applicants were offered a permanent tenancy. 

0 90% of homeless individuals who were given a tenancy sustained their tenancy. 

0 The Council has 300 'scatter flats' and individuals placed within the 'scatter flats' have an 
individual support package tailored to meet their needs which may include services from the 
Social Work Department and NHS. 

The Code of Guidance on Homelessness which local authorities are obliged in terms of the 
legislation to have regard to advises that no homeless person should ever be refused the 
opportunity to submit a homeless application. 

0 The Scottish Executive has an ongoing consultation on the use of short term tenancies and 
differing styles of occupancy agreement. 

The Council has at its disposal 26 flats from the private sector for housing the homeless. 

Figures are presented to the Scottish Executive on a quarterly basis based on the HLI  return and 
there is a status report on each individual application. The Council is measured on each step of 
the process, after which information on the applications is aggregated. 
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Following discussion, the Group highlighted a number of areas which were considered worthy of 
further scrutiny:- 

* The terms and conditions contained within the occupancy agreements. 

The Scottish Executive consultation on Short Term Tenancies and the relevant Regulations. 

The protocol between the Housing and Property Services and Social Work Departments in 
respect of homelessness. 

The total number of void properties within North Lanarkshire and how many are flatted 
accommodation. 

0 Clarification of the types of offers which are made to applicants in terms of the Council's Housing 
Allocation Policy. 

Decided: 

(1) that the Director of Housing and Property Services provide for the next meeting of the Group 

(a) a copy of the terms and conditions contained within the occupancy agreements; 

(b) a copy of the protocol between Housing and Property Services and Social Work 
Departments in respect of homelessness; 

(c) details on the number of void properties within North Lanarkshire and how many were 
flatted accommodation; 

(d) clarification on the Housing Allocation Policy in terms of the type of offer that is made 
to applicants, and 

that a copy of the Scottish Executive consultation on short-term secure tenancies be provided 
together with the relevant Regulations for the next meeting of the Group. 

(2) 
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NOTE OF MEETING OF THE REVIEW GROUP ON HOMELESSNESS AND THE LAW 

Motherwell, Monday, 12 September 2005 at I 1  am 

PRESENT 

Councillor Love, Convener; Councillors Cassidy and Hogg 

CHAIR 

Councillor Love (Convener) presided. 

IN ATTENDANCE 

Alastair Ashley, Committee Services Manager; Lesley Ross, Principal Solicitor, and Mark Hamill, 
Administrative Officer, Department of Administration and John Gormley, Tenancy Operations Manager, 
Department of Housing and Property Services. 

APOLOGIES 

Councillors McKeown and Morris. 

MINUTE OF MEETING OF REVIEW GROUP 

1. There was submitted the Minute of the meeting of the Review Group on Homelessness and the Law 
held on 24 August 2005. 

Decided: that the terms of the Minute be approved and noted. 

HOMELESSNESS AND THE ALLOCATION OF HOUSING - THIRD REPORT 

2. With reference to paragraph 2 of the Minute of the meeting of this Review Group held on 24 August 
2005, there was submitted a report dated 6 September 2005 by the Director of Housing and Property 
Services providing an update on the information requested by the Group in relation to Homelessness 
and the Law. advising that:- 

0 A copy of the occupancy agreement for temporary accommodation was attached as Appendix 1. 

0 The protocol between the Housing and Property Services and Social Work Departments in 
respect of homelessness was being redrafted and a final copy was not available at present. 

0 As at 5 September 2005 there were 608 void properties in North Lanarkshire, 551 were flatted 
accommodation; 

0 Appendix 2 was an extract from the Council's Allocation Policy and Appendix 3 was an extract 
from the Chartered Institute of Housing Guide to the 2001 Housing (Scotland) Act that covers 
allocations to homeless applicants. 

0 Appendix 4 was an extract from a guide published by the Chartered Institute of Housing including 
quotes from the legislation and practice notes on implications for landlords. 

0 In Appendix 5 was a copy of the report which was submitted to the Housing and Technical 
Services Committee on 3 May 2005 in relation to the Scottish Executive consultation on 
Regulations Under Section 7 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 Rights and Responsibilities in 
Tem po ra ry Accommodation . 

0 A sampling exercise was carried out to provide information on the number of those who have 
presented themselves as homeless who have come off current Council waiting lists has come up 
with approximately 8.7% of these cases which meet this criteria. 
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The Department operates a safety policy, and that staff were informed of the policy at induction 
briefings and subsequently by Tenancy Support Co-ordinators, Local Managers and Team 
Leaders. 

All staff were encouraged to report any incidents of abuse or violence. 

Where an incident is reported in the first instance it is conveyed to the Tenancy Support 
Co-ordinator who would look for a solution to resolve the issue if possible. Senior management 
would be involved if required and a copy of the report on the incident lodged with Support 
Services and the Department's Health and Safety Committee review monitoring reports and 
statistics. 

A copy of the current incident reporting form was enclosed in Appendix 6. 

Research was underway to gather information on the costs associated with damage to scatter 
flats over the last four years. 

An inventory was agreed with clients prior to them moving in to the property and the obligation 
was on the tenant to look after their property. They would be liable for misuse or malicious 
damage to any such property. 

When a client advises they are fleeing violence they are asked to give details including any 
incidents reported to the Police. The Council has an agreed procedure with the Police for 
obtaining formal reports and will pursue these whenever possible. 

In response to a number of questions from members of the Group, John Gormley advised that:- 

There was sufficient resources for the Council to expand the number of flats which it rented from 
the private sector. 

Homeless applicants were given a reasonable preference over other applicants from the housing 
list. The Council's allocation policy was 70% in favour of homeless applicants. The Council's 
figure stood at 46%. 

Following discussion the Group highlighted a number of areas which were considered worthy of 
further scrutiny. 

0 

Decided: 

(1) 

What was the property profile of houses provided to homeless applicants? 

What was the property profile of properties provided to normal applicants? 

that a meeting of the Support Services Manager and the Trade Unions be convened to 
discuss the operation of the incident reporting policy; 

that the Director of Housing and Property Services provide a report for the next meeting of the 
Group providing:- 

0 

0 

0 

(2) 

a property profile of houses allocated to homeless applicants; 

a property profile of houses allocated to normal applicants, and 

a copy of the current protocol between Housing and Property Services and Social Work in 
respect of homelessness. 
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NOTE OF MEETING OF THE REVIEW GROUP OM HOMELESSNESS AND THE LAW 

Motherwell, Wednesday 5 October 2005 at 9 am 

PRESENT 

Councillor Love, Convener; Councillors Hogg, Jones, McKeown, J .  Martin and Valentine. 

CHAIR 

Councillor Love (Convener) presided. 

IN ATTENDANCE 

Alastair Ashley, Committee Services Manager, Lesley Ross, Principal Solicitor and Mark Hamill, 
Administrative Officer, Department of Administration, and Susan Robertson, Support Services Manager, 
Department of Housing and Property Services. 

ALSO ATTENDING 

Caroline Llewellyn and Jirn Robertson, UNISON. 

APOLOGIES 

Councillors Cassidy and Morris. 

MINUTES OF MEETINGS QF REVIEW GROUP 

1. There were submitted the Minutes of the meetings of the Review Group on Homelessness and the 
Law held on 15 August and 12 September 2005. 

Decided: that the terms of the Minutes be approved and noted. 

PROCEDURE FOR INCIDENT REPORTING IN RESPECT OF CASES OF VERBAL OR PHYSICAL 
ABUSE AGAINST STAFF IN HOMELESS UNITS 

2. With reference to paragraph 3 of the Minute of the meeting of this Review Group held on 15 August 
2005, when Jim Robertson, UNISON and Martin Brown, GMB gave an overview of the experience of 
staff who work in Homeless Units in respect of verbal or physical abuse, the Group discussed in 
greater detail a number of areas which may be worthy of further scrutiny:- 

the procedure for dealing with cases of violence and/or abuse against staff; 

how each case is dealt with and the outcomes; 

details on the types of risk assessment carried out for staff who deal with homeless clients 
particularly in homeless units; 

whether a corporate approach could be taken in relation to dealing with cases of violence and/or 
abuse against staff; 

the number of times police were called to deal with incidents at scatter flats and homeless units; 

was there a procedure or protocol between the Housing and Property Services Department and 
the Legal Services Division in dealing with cases of violence against staff and the Legal Services 
pursued damaged cases on behalf of the Council; 

whether referrals of extreme cases were made to Legal Services Section to provide advice; 
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e the procedures or protocols for other agencies such as NHS Lanarkshire and other local 
authorities in dealing with incidents of violence or abuse against staff, and 

* details of the number of early retirements, levels of sickness absence and turnover of staff dealing 
with homeless clients. 

In response to a number of questions from members of the Group, Lesley Ross and Susan Robertson 
advised that:- 

* the current four page procedure notification form was being reviewed; 

e the Housing and Property Services Department had developed a warning marker procedure 
whereby employees were forewarned of clients with a history of incidents of violence or abuse; 

e all incidents were reported to Senior Management; 

only clients from permanent accommodation could be deemed as making themselves intentionally 
homeless, and 

all reported cases of abuse or violence against staff were logged with Support Services of the 
Housing and Property Services Department within 24 hours. 

Decided: 

(1) that the Director of Housing and Property Services provide details for the next meeting of the 
Review Group with regard to:- 

(a) the procedure for dealing with cases of violence andlor abuse against staff; 

(b) details of the ways in which staff were encouraged to report incidents of abuse or 
violence; 

(c) how each case is dealt with and the outcomes; 

(d) details and the types of risk assessment carried out for staff who deal with homeless 
clients particularly in homeless units; 

(e) information on the costs associated with damage to scatter flats over the last four 
years; 

(f) the number of times police were called to deal with incidents at scatter flats and 
homeless units: 

(9) the procedures adopted by NHS Lanarkshire and other local authorities for dealing 
with incidents of violence or abuse against staff with specific copies of procedures 
being issued to the Review Group, and 

(h) details of the number of early retirements, levels of sickness absence and turnaround 
of staff dealing with homeless clients; 

(2) that the Director of Housing and Property Services in conjunction with the Head of Legal 
Services provide for the next meeting of the Group:- 

(a) details on whether there was a procedure or protocol between the Housing and 
Property Services Department and Legal Services in cases of violence against staff 
and whether Legal Services pursued damaged cases on behalf of the Council; 

details of any cases where the Council have pursued tenants who have misused or 
maliciously damaged property to recover costs and how much money has been 
recovered?, and 

(b) 
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(c) whether referrals of extreme cases were made to the Legal Services Section to 
provide advice; 

(3) that the Director of Housing and Property Services in conjunction with the Head of Personnel 
Services provide a report on whether a corporate approach could be taken in relation to the 
procedure for dealing with cases of violence and/or abuse against staff, and 

(4) that a meeting of the Review Group be convened to discuss all of the outstanding issues 
raised by the Group to date and that John Gormley, John Lockhart and Susan Robertson be 
invited from Housing and Property Services, representatives from UNISON and GMB, the 
Head of Personnel Services, representatives from Legal Services and representatives of the 
Council's Corporate Health and Safety Section. 


